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Carrie Lee Connel 
 

The Shapes of Things Before My Eyes 

 

 Bright and not too hot.  Regulated climate had its advantages.  

A perfect day to get work done.  Two men dressed in the black pants 

and t-shirts that the people of Dome 50 wore every day stood 

pondering the slate grey wall in front of them.  The older man had 

twenty-three years of experience, while the younger was just starting 

out. 

 “Let’s see if you paid attention during the training course,” 

said Jim Buller, lead painter.  “What is the number one rule?”  Jim 

pinned his assistant with his one good eye. 

 “Safety,” answered eighteen-year-old Dustin Jasper. 

 “Safety.  And the number one rule for safety that you should 

always keep at the forefront of your thoughts is:  ‘Obliterate the 

random.’  You know what that means, right?” 

 “Yes, sir.  ‘A blank surface is perfection.’” 

 “Good.  In our profession, that means no bubbles.  We paint 

everything with a brush.  Takes more time, but lines are better than 

the weird patterns left by the old rollers.  We start at the top and 

work our way down.  I’m going to do the peak and when I get down 

about a metre, we’ll get both ladders up and you and I will paint 

together.  It’s not a race.  We’re not just slapping the paint on.  Be 

meticulous and take your time.  If, in the process, you spot anything 

that might be dangerous, go over it again.”   

Jim turned and hefted one of the six-metre ladders laying on 

the ground up against the wall.   He instructed Dustin to bring over 

one  of  the  cans  of  paint  sitting   at   the   corner   of   the   building.   
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Dustin set it in front of Jim who crouched down and took a steel tool 

from his belt. He fitted the beveled end between the lip of the lid and 

that of the can.  He spun the can to pry the lid up all the way around 

until it popped off.   

“Grab a paint stirrer,” said Jim. 

Dustin picked up a flat wooden stick and crouched down 

opposite Jim. 

“All right.  There is potential that the top of the paint contains 

bubbles because of the mixing process.  If that is so, you need to 

gently insert the stick into the paint and stir slowly until the surface is 

flat.  If the bubbles are there, don’t look at them for more than a 

second.  Just fix your eyes on the edge of the can.  Use your 

peripheral vision when stirring.  Ready?” 

Dustin nodded.  Jim turned his eye to the flat black door of 

the house across the street, then raised the lid off the can.  Dustin 

saw there was a five-dollar coin-sized patch of bubbles on the surface 

of the paint.  He averted his eyes to the edge of the can and slowly 

dipped the stick in.  He stirred in a counter-clockwise direction until 

Jim spoke again. 

“Okay.  Take a quick look, not too long, mind you.” 

Dustin shifted his eyes to the surface of the paint and back to 

the can’s edge.  “Just a few along the outside.”  He scraped the stick 

along the sides of the can and gave a final stir.  He looked at the paint 

surface.  “All gone, now.” 

“Good.”  Jim stood.  “Go get another can, and do the same 

thing.  Use the same stirrer.”  He handed the can opener to Dustin 

and watched him go through the process again.  Jim then bent down 

to the pile of supplies and picked up two paint brushes and two black 

rags.  He handed one of each to Dustin.   
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“New brush every job,” he said.  “Now, I’m going to go up and 

do the first metre.  Watch my technique.  Remember:  we’re here to 

do it right the first time.” 

Jim picked up a can of paint and climbed the ladder.  Once 

near the top, he hung the can from the hook in the middle of the top 

rung, dipped his brush into the can, scraped the excess off on the lip, 

and put the brush to the surface of the wall.  His hand moved in long 

strokes across each piece of siding.  Dustin watched but could not 

see much progress as the new paint perfectly matched the old drab 

grey.  When Jim finished his section, he climbed down and told 

Dustin to go up and have a look.  Scanning the surface, Dustin saw 

only straight horizontal streaks.  He descended. 

Jim moved his ladder over and helped Dustin set up the 

second ladder before he ascended again.   Dustin shoved the black 

rag into his back pocket, put the handle of the brush between his 

teeth, picked up the paint can in his left hand, and grasped a rung 

with his right.  He hefted himself up the ladder and hung the can on 

the hook.  He loaded his brush, scraped off the excess, and began his 

first strokes. 

Eventually, as always happens with mundane tasks, Dustin’s 

mind began to wander.  He thought about when he told his parents 

he wanted to be a painter.  They thought this was what he meant.  

But, let loose in the library at age eight, he found a rarely-used 

section of artist biographies.  He devoured the lives of Raphael, 

Michelangelo, Seurat, and Monet.  There were no pictures or 

examples of their artwork in the books, and he could see where 

pages had been cut out.  There were only minute descriptions of 

paintings and the artists’ techniques.  He wished he could see an 

example  of  pointillism,  like  Seurat’s  A  Sunday  on  La Grande Jatte,  
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and how tiny dots of paint created pictures.  Or, what in reality is 

Impressionism.  He’d only ever seen the works of Ted Pedro, who 

had to follow the rules of solid colours outlined sharply in black.  No 

slap-dash use of paint upon a canvas, no Jackson Pollock-style 

described as whipping paint from a brush to and fro over a large 

piece of material, not a care about patterns or shapes that could be 

seen in the chaos.  Randomness was outlawed. 

“Dustin!” said Jim sharply.  “Pay attention.  I can see some 

bubbles on that sixth slat.” 

“Yes, sir.”  Dustin looked along the slat indicated.  Bubbles 

had formed in the overlap of one piece of siding over the one 

beneath it.  He looked a little too long at the spot, thought he could 

make out a face, pointy ears and nasty grin, and quickly brought his 

brush up to wipe it out.  He heard a buzzing in his ear and turned his 

head sharply to see what it could be.  A tiny creature, not any bigger 

than his thumb, hung in the air beside him.  It had the face he had 

just seen in the bubbles.  He slapped it out of the air with the head of 

his brush, splashing the siding with an arc of paint.  When he looked 

down, Dustin couldn’t see the creature, only a puff of smoke rising 

from the ground.  He looked up to find Jim gazing at him. 

“Don’t let that happen again,” the older man growled, turning 

away to resume painting. 

Dustin took a deep breath and let it out in a slow whoosh 

between his lips.  He dipped his brush into the can and went over the 

paint splashes before continuing with the methodical side-to-side 

motion.  After moving the ladders twice, they had completed half the 

wall and Jim called for a break. 

They ate their lunches in silence for a time.  Then Dustin 

began asking questions. 

“Do you remember life from before?” 
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“Some.  I was young when we moved in here.”  Jim took a 

drink from his water bottle.   

“Tell me about something I’ve never seen,” said Dustin. 

Jim thought for a moment.  “I miss the trees the most, I guess.  

You know, there were some that were more than two hundred, 

maybe even three hundred years old.  They were tall, green and 

bushy and, in the autumn, they changed colour to red, orange and 

yellow.  On a windy day, you could hear the leaves rustling, especially 

in the aspens.  But then people saw faces in the branches, and here 

we are.  As far as I know, the trees are still out there.” 

“I heard there’s a man in the moon,” said Dustin, an anxious 

look on his face. 

Jim nodded.  “The illusion is created by the shadow of the 

craters.  I remember it was a kind face, sometimes happy, sometimes 

sad.” 

Dustin thought for a moment, then asked, “Is it true that 

people would see shapes in the clouds?” 

“Oh, yeah.  I saw lots myself.  You could just lay back on the 

ground and look up into the sky.  The clouds would drift slowly by.  I 

used to always see dragons.  Imagined I was St. George rescuing the 

Princess Sabra.” 

“What colour were the clouds?” 

“White,” said Jim, and he motioned with his hand at the 

domed ceiling far above them.  “The sky was about this shade of 

blue.” 

“Did your dragons ever…”  Dustin left the thought unfinished. 

“No, they never came to life.  See, near as I can figure, the 

problem is not with seeing something big, but in seeing the little 

faces here and there, like in the leaves on a tree.  Or like that thing 

you conjured out of paint bubbles.” 
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“I didn’t mean to,” said Dustin. 

Jim shrugged.  “Just happens.  That’s why we need to be 

vigilant.  Okay, back to work.  We don’t need the ladders now, and I 

think we should be able to finish by quitting time.”  Jim packed up 

the lunchboxes and took them to the wagon.  He returned with the 

transistor radio.  “Helps pass the time,” he told Dustin.  He tuned in 

to the news station. 

“…time now for the Pareidolia Report:  At a school in Dome 

63, two four-year-old children used their straws to blow into their 

milk.  Six other children followed suit.  The faces they saw in the 

bubbles manifested into a swarm of pixie-like creatures who turned 

their sharp claws and teeth upon the children.  All the children are 

alive with minor injuries; however, they will each have one eye 

removed to lessen the chance of repeat offenses.” 

Dustin looked at Jim who closed his one eye and slowly shook 

his head.  Jim said, “Why haven’t they learned that doesn’t work?” 

The young man, who no longer yearned to see Seurat’s 

masterpiece, dipped his brush into the paint, removed the excess, 

and resumed painting straight lines.  He concentrated on the mantra 

he learned during training:  Obliterate the random.  A blank surface is 

perfection. 
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Andreas Gripp 
 

Myla Mae 

 

I’m very affectionate 

with my cat. I call her my 

“pointy-eared pet.” Though 

at first hearing it may seem  

a little belittling, it’s actually 

a signal of the jealousy of my  

green Scottish lugs. 

 

You see, if I had ears 

like hers, they’d wiggle, twitch,  

move at the sound of every step 

in the stairwell—human or 

a human’s shaggy dog, 

the toddler squalling in the 

hallway and the mail person’s 

bag being dropped on the floor. 

 

They’d tilt a number of  

degrees in the direction of a cry,  

a call to help, the snap  

of a twig when the psycho 

with a knife approaches 

as I daydream, intent to  

end my ridiculous life 

with the slide of his serrated blade. 
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After the Furrowing 

 

I bury my seeds inconspicuously, 

in their shallow allotments, 

wary of watching birds 

who might see a quick and easy meal. 

 

Their sudden, rising chatter  

from greening branches aloft 

tells me I haven’t fooled them at all, 

and when I’ve returned inside 

they’ll glide on down and study 

the shifted ground— 

 

and I’ll cross my fingers for kindness, 

that all my work wasn’t in vain, 

that they’ll look for worms instead, 

safely snug  

several inches below, 

maybe offering  

silent prayers of their own, 

 

that in seconds 

there will once more  

be music from the trees. 
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Niles Reddick 
 

Jim Moore Restoration 

 

The signage on the back and sides of the box truck read “Jim 

Moore Restoration”. I read it at the traffic light at 5:00 a.m. and 

wondered what Jim Moore was restoring that early. I hadn’t slept 

well and was headed to my office in an older part of town that was 

sketchy at best. The sign reminded me of an uncle I had named Jim 

Moore who was a drunk. He was drunk when he’d been the third 

husband of my aunt, he was drunk when he painted houses, and he 

was drunk when he put me in his Ford Ranger and drove to a pond, 

where he talked about how fish were attracted to fresh worms, not 

stale ones, just like women he’d said, and he pointed, grabbed at my 

shorts, and laughed at a joke that only he got. He’d left my aunt for a 

painting job in Atlanta, and I wondered if he was still alive, had 

started his own restoration business, got rid of his Ranger, and 

bought a box truck. I imagined he hadn’t since that was more effort 

than a drunk would put forth. 

When the box truck stopped at the next light, I swerved in 

behind it to be in the turn lane. Whether it was the streetlight or the 

light rain, I thought I saw the back panel bump out and then in as if 

something in the box was moving around.  I followed the box truck to 

Angel Apartments on Hollywood Street, a road I didn’t like driving on 

because of the drug busts, shootings, and stabbings, but I figured 

criminals weren’t up at 5:00 a.m. The truck turned on its blinker and 

pulled in, and a couple of cars, with smoke coming from their 

tailpipes, idled next to each other. The box truck pulled in front of 

them and stopped.  
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I wondered if something sinister was transpiring but 

dismissed my imagination. I swerved to avoid killing a cur dog and 

eased into a convenience store parking lot and circled back. I 

stopped, grabbed my phone, and told the 9-1-1 operator about Jim 

Moore’s truck. She said she heard the Angel family was remodeling 

their apartment complex, but there was an officer in the 

neighborhood, and she’d have him check just to be sure. I drove on 

to my office and figured they’d chalk my call up to another hysteric 

busy body in town, but mid-morning, I read the newspaper’s 

headlines in my Facebook feed and learned a human trafficking bust 

that saved five teens had occurred at the Angel Apartments, thanks 

to the unknown hero caller.  

I didn’t think I was a hero and didn’t call to identify myself 

either, but I was glad to read in the interview that owner Jim Moore 

fired the employee who borrowed the box truck. The newspaper 

quoted him: “Said he was going to move his mama. I’m sure his 

mama would be disappointed.”  
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Bruce McRae 
 

A Garden On Mars 

 

The first man on Mars 

doesn't have a clue 

as to how he got there. 

He doesn't remember lift-off 

or seeing Earth fall away. 

His parents' names. 

His former lovers. 

 

The first man on Mars 

reminds me of your father 

returning home, unapologetic, 

after a three-day drunk, 

staggering for lack of gravity. 

Everything he sees is red. 

He's terribly thirsty. 

 

Scotch that, the first man  

on Mars is now a woman 

and proud of her accomplishments. 

Here is where she'll build 

her home and hearth. 

Before such alien majesty, 

here is where she'll live. 
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A Night In December 

 

I’m just lying here, in an old bed 

in a small house on an island, 

sleep abandoning its precepts, 

a timorous mouse dreaming  

of the storehouses of Babylon, 

of cats and traps and hay bales, 

of the bounteous larders in heaven. 

 

I’m lying here, because poets lie. 

I’m lying here and cataloguing stars 

forged in far-flung furnaces. 

I’m lying here without rest or purpose, 

the dead-tired mountains leaning over me, 

Earth’s engines gunning through the lower gears, 

time studying its lengthy inventory. 

 

I hear the jejune symphony of seawater, 

a pulse in my ear, something’s shallow breathing. 

A sleepless night without end, I’m thinking 

the whole of the world and you in it, 

the mother of all mothers, 

memories like moonlight over snow. 

I reel through fancy’s cinema. 

I open your book and read from it, 

every rendered moment a letter rent. 

I’m thinking of butterflies and fountainheads, 

the vast expanse between love and kisses. 
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I’m thinking of thirty feet of ice-blue drifts, 

how water contains and defines us. 

I’m thinking of you thinking, 

lunar thoughts in the solar skew. 

Thinking astronomical sums  

and ancient Sumerian blushes. 

I’m thinking of you 

on the night train through Athabasca. 

In the mad king’s purples. 

In spa and counting-house. 

 

Planets fall and rise and I have to wonder 

what little I know and the languages of numbers. 

Night is where I lose and find myself. 

Tonight, this night, is where I drown, 

the drowsy navigator nodding at the tiller, 

sleepless hack with a mumbled gob, 

the insomniac who napped throughout his awakening. 

 

Tired beyond words, my eyes won’t shut or open, 

the wisest indulging slumber’s charms. 

I’m sounding pre-dawn’s depths, supine, 

a broken body on a battlefield, 

a host of putti fluttering in mind, 

cherubim anointing my bloodied brow. 
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Round and round the drain go I. 

In half-dreams I’m a toreador. 

I’m a seaman, viscount, zealot, 

this jumbled bed my hallowed bailiwick, 

this bed a boat set out at midnight. 

Wherever the currents take us, beware the tide. 

Wherever we sail the winds are dying. 
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Carolyn Hoople Creed 
 

Porcupine Saga 

 

Free-range collie 

     Knows to avoid 

Car-hustle highway 

     Down her lane; 

 

However, she remains  

     Ignorant  

Of poplar-forest  

     Porcupines, 

Which find her 

     On glad amble— 

Make it spiky-painful: 

      Nose-full of barbs. 

 

Reined-in collie 

     Paces property 

Post-pliers, much 

     Muzzle-heal later. 

Instead of heeling, she yanks 

     Leash from walker’s hand 

Runs down porcupine to receive 

      More quills still at open jaw. 
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Housebound collie  

     Howls behind her people 

Though lethargic after vet’s quill-quest 

    As we (inhumane) walk her woods. 

 

Porcupine poised at tail stays ascendant. 
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Antonio Vallone 
 

Breakup Apology Sent from Mars 

 

Vac-suited to work on this space station 

orbiting the colonies below, 

I worship Vacuna, Roman  

goddess of leisure & repose. 

 

I tighten the loosened panel bolts  

again today, gazing 

in the direction of Earth, 

planet we ruined. 

 

Like Sappho sent her love in poems 

to Anactorie, I wish I could send  

your uninhabitable shell 

 

an instantaneous message  

with my ansible, saying We miss you. 

This breakup was our fault not yours. 
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Members of the Westboro Baptist Church Picket My Poem 

 

They line up along the one-inch margins, justified 

about holding handmade signs  

scrawled with slogans assembled into maniacal syllogisms: 

 

God hates fags 

Poets are fags 

God hates poets 

 

They must be better writers than me, minor poet that I am. 

I can’t imagine a god  

who hates something of Its creation. 
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Poem with No Worm in It 

 

Summers my friend Jeff spent 

in Mexico, he bought bootleg tequila 

distilled in homemade contraptions 

built in back fields  

and sold from roadside stands. 

 

Jeff smuggled the tequila back 

to the U. S. in emptied plastic  

two-liter-sized Sprite or 7-Up bottles 

he refilled, resealed, and hid among  

swimsuits and tee shirts in his luggage. 

 

Back home, Jeff stored the bottles 

in his freezer. We drank the tequila— 

vitamin T—without lemons or salt, tasting 

the pure cold ingredients of each 

Mexican distiller’s bittersweet life. 
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Christmas on the Mars Space Station 

 

Because we modeled them after ourselves 

& built them in workshops on Earth,  

 

robots who believe 

in Christ or commerce 

 

set up Steampunk trees 

fashioned out of aluminum stove pipes  

 

& multi-colored, plastic-coated copper wires,   

decorated with bolts & led lights 

 

they take off their own bodies. 

Robots we work alongside 

 

buy us presents,  

coming as close to loving us  

 

as electronics allow. 

We accept their gifts  

 

& pile them in closets, 

keeping them safe, 

 

in the same way we keep safe 

our fading memories of Earth. 
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D.G. Foley 
 

Fortune Cookies 

 

In the kitchen cupboard 

where the spices should be, 

or once were, it doesn’t matter 

now, are all of the fortune 

cookies I’ve hoarded over the 

years, each individual one 

still in its crinkly, translucent package, 

several split down the centre 

after being dropped or shoved 

too forcefully in a return from the 

Chinese restaurant you and I  

frequent on a monthly basis. 

 

There are 67 fortune cookies   

in total, or 5 years and 7 

months of trips—no, make that  

5 and 6 as there was the time we 

did a pair some February which is 

odd since it’s the shortest but it does 

have Valentine’s which is why we 

doubled up on the egg rolls and 

lo mein and the wonton soup  

even though we said we were 

vegetarian at the time. 
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While all of this is irrelevant, 

the white slips of paper inside 

each boomerang-shaped cookie  

are not. Maybe I’m just superstitious  

but I’ve feared cracking them open  

(though as mentioned earlier,  

a few are already rent asunder)— 

they’d surely contradict  

themselves, prove each supposed  

seer a fraud, 

talk of love then hate and rich then poor— 

 

bringing scoffs from the wrinkled  

fortune teller  

I visit now and again  

whenever the carnival’s in town— 

its 2 for 1 pogo dogs,  

bear-less bicycles, smoking clowns,  

lady with a paste- 

on beard, always guaranteeing a  

bargain and the absolute truth 

from a smudged, brittle ball. 
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Jennifer Wenn 
 

Three Haiku for Warbler Woods 
 

Undulating path 

Through vernal awakening 

Trillium cordon 

 

 

Still unseen souls watch 

Nebulous feeling explode 

There!  Deer flash away 

 

 

Wingéd concerto 

Rides woodpecker percussion 

Silencing footfalls 
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Nocturne 

 

With thanks to those who 

saw and captured the magic 

 

Before, when the sun slipped away 

coruscating wonder and wisdom reigned above; 

Hablik looked up to find earth grasping 

for a whirling, scintillant firmament; 

Van Gogh beheld intense, shimmering spirals 

of power surmounting a sleepy town; 

now, city-bound, I am greeted 

by a murky veil harkening 

to Whistler’s night visions, but 

bleached of his delicate beauty. 

 

Abscond, throw off time’s shackles, 

escape blinding excess; 

gaze skyward anew, rediscover the 

painful, lost art of 

patient, faithful waiting. 

 

[…] 

 

Dusk settles over pastorality, 

crickets serenade dancing fireflies, 

a dog a farm or two over bids 

farewell to the sinking crescent moon 
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and, channeling Sappho, welcome to 

the glittering diamond signifying Venus. 

Jupiter, lord of the planets, is soon 

shepherded in, followed by the 

Martian mote cloaked in dusky red. 

The first stars, Dickinson’s Arcturus 

and Auden’s Vega, sparkling across 

unfathomable expanses lead a trickle, then 

a flood filling the sky with pointillist wildfire 

slashed through by the Milky Way’s 

blazing river of embers. 

 

[…] 

[…] 

Breathe 

[…] 

[…] 

 

All too quickly modernity searches me out, 

recouples the fetters, and ushers me 

back under the cataractic dome, 

back to my pseudo-cave where I will 

hibernate and remember, 

and dream of a return. 
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In Review 

 

 
 

Norma West Linder 

Cabbages and Kings (Poems 2012-2019) 

Aeolus House, 2020 

978-1-987872-26-2 

82 pp. Trade Paperback 

 

Reviewed by Debbie Okun-Hill 

 

     Call it a poet’s memory box of many things! Using the catchy but 

familiar title Cabbages and Kings, Canadian writer Norma West 

Linder giftwraps 50 of her best poems written between 2012 and 

2019 and presents them in a beautifully written book recently 

released by Aeolus House.  This is her 16th  poetry  collection  and  the  
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first one since Adder’s-tongues, her 1969-2011 selected works, was 

published by the same publisher in 2012.  It’s quite an achievement 

considering Linder is now in her nineties with no sign of retiring 

anytime soon. 

 

Fans of her work will be delighted with her familiar narrative and 

accessible verse written in the people’s poet tradition. Over the 

years, Linder has published novels, a biography, a one-act play, a 

memoir, and work for children so it is common to see some 

storytelling techniques incorporated in her poetry. For example, the 

attractive softcover book opens like a fairy tale with the Lewis Carroll 

quote “The time has come,” the Walrus said/ “To talk of many 

things:/Of shoes and ships – and sealing wax—/Of cabbages – and 

Kings…” 

 

Linder does indeed speak “of many things” from fame and royalty to 

farming and down-to-earth living. Like a time capsule opened to 

reveal stories and significant images of the past, the 82-page book is 

organized into five sections reminiscent of neatly-bound and themed 

albums. 

 

Cabbages: A Cavalcade is a chronologically dated section with poems 

parading smoothly from 1925 to 2018. It begins with a reference to 

the 1920s novel So Big and how the protagonist proves that 

“cabbages are beautiful”. (p. 15) From serious subjects such as 

Feminism, the Dionne Quintuplets, and a 1939 Royal Visit to the 

humourous poems about multi-party lines and men urinating in 

sawdust, expect to be entertained. Hockey poems and poetry about 

lost lovers and mother/children relationships are also included. 
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Kings and Other People spotlights mainly tribute poems focusing on 

special folk: Linder’s parents, well known Canadian people poets Al 

Purdy and Ray Souster, and even the deceased soldier who once 

bestowed a first kiss. Additional work explores childhood friendships, 

neighborhood relationships, illnesses faced, funerals attended, and 

the influence of sports and fame and the lessons shared.  

 

Eye-witnessing shares first person childhood memories of falling off a 

bike, as well as reflections on being a bottle inspector, coping with a 

friend’s infant’s death, her mother’s teacup collections, and shopping 

for a long-term care facility.  More memories include a recent 

honeymoon plus scenes from fireside poetry readings, concerts, and 

happenings on the beach. 

Several of my favourite lines are published in the poem “Peace 

Concert at Crystal Beach” where “this man from Oklahoma/– ex-

farmer, trucker, bank robber/slides a piece of Laurentian 

Shield/across the strings of his guitar/and sings the blues.” (p. 56). 

 

Interlude demonstrates Linder’s more playful, surreal, and 

imaginative side. The first poem “Assignments for the Celestial Art 

Show” begins with “It’s Wild Kingdom time/in Heaven’s 

Workshop./St. Peter’s passing out acrylic tubes/assigning animals to 

fitting artists” (p. 61) This is followed by Linder’s longest offering 

“The Seven Deadly Sins”: a seven part poem on four pages which 

deviates from her standard one-page verse. This particular portion is 

darkly themed with some hints of satire mixed in. For example, under 

the sub-head “Greed”: “We must eradicate these lower forms of 

life”. (p. 65) 
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Flashes is the title of her last segment, a star-flashed celestial 

weaving of emotions surrounding childhood memories of winter 

sleigh rides and summer swimming, photographed reflections, old-

age, death, and even life after death with such questions as “Do we 

have souls/that rise/when our bodies die?” (p. 76) 

 

Overall, the strength of the collection stems from Linder’s confidence 

and years of experience as a professional writer.  She easily moves 

between free verse and the more formal rhyming poems such as the 

sonnet and the villanelle. 

 

Similar to the contrasting colours of the green cabbage and the red 

regal robe on the book’s front cover, Linder’s poetry plays with 

opposing emotions to demonstrate how laughter and tears, 

celebration and disappointments are intertwined to create a 

balanced experience and collection. 

 

There is beauty in Linder’s solitude with all her inner reflections as 

she wrote in her poem “Alone at the Holiday Inn” – “a zillion 

rainbows/for my eyes alone.” (p. 74) In her closing poem “Joy 

Remembered, Still a Joy” – “How fleeting/those sweet summers/of 

our youth/How lucky now/to still remember them” (p. 77) 

 

How lucky to know–to read–the work of such a grand poet like Linder 

who is still willing to share her evolving wisdom with the next 

generation of poets and readers. 

 
—Debbie Okun Hill 

Originally Published in Kites Without Strings 
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             CONCETTA TRÖSZEK    
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Concetta Tröszek    
 

Memorial 

 

In black you’re entombed, a 

violinist striking the elegy in 

accompaniment. I cannot hear 

the words of your brother 

over the melody played,  

but I swear the flowers 

on the casket have bloomed  

one more time though it was 

yesterday they’d been cut, 

symmetrically arranged, 

in emerald paper wrapped. 
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Katherine L. Gordon 
 

In The West Wind 
  
 —for Don 
 

He is gone into the West wind 
where the newly-dead sigh, 
his phantom hands stirring earth and sky 
filling the hollows 
with remembered heat. 
Hands that knew what to do 
in earth-bound days, 
to build, create, semaphore sure orders 
and yet caress, 
leaving eddies of power and memory 
in the forever motion of wind and sea 
moon-measured. 
In each circling season 
he will return to whisper 
currents of spiral transformation, 
certain reunion. 
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 Beliveau Review / Beliveau Books 
          editorial 

 

 

  
      D.G. Foley                   Andreas Connel-Gripp 

 

                                
    Donatien Beliveau 

             (in spirit) 
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CONTRIBUTORS 

 

Carrie Lee Connel lives in Stratford, Ontario, with her husband and two 

cats.  She has a Masters of Library and Information Science and a BA in 

English Language and Literature from Western University. Her writing has 

been published  in  Synaeresis,  Dénouement, The Toronto Quarterly,  

Fterota Logia 1,  Tales From the Realm Volume One  (Aphotic Realm),  NOPE 

Horror Quarterly  (TL;DR Press), Piping at the End of Days (Valley Press), and 

Moonshine: A Canadian Poetry Collection (Craigleigh Press). She’s the 

author of three published books of poetry including her newest, Written In 

Situ (Beliveau Books, 2020). 

 

Carolyn Hoople Creed received her PhD. in English Literature from 

University of Manitoba in 1998, after having taught post-secondary English 

full-time since 1980. Dr. Creed is an Associate Professor of English at 

University College of the North. Her poetry has appeared in sub-Terrain, 

The Windsor Review, and the Global Poetry Anthology (Vehicule Press); 

both poetry and prose are featured in Poet to Poet (Guernica Editions), 

released in November, 2012. Her poem, “The Thing About Buffalo Berries” 

appeared in the Fall 2020 issue of The Goose (York University). The 

montrealpoetryprize.com website carries an MP3 of the author reading 

“Morel-Floored Forest”. 

 

D.G. Foley is a Stratford-area visualist, scribbler, and is the assistant editor 

of Beliveau Review. Their new chapbook of poetry is ghosts & other poems 

and is available from Beliveau Books. 

 

Katherine L. Gordon live in Guelph, Ontario, after many years in the 

Eramosa Valley. She has many books of poems to her credit and has also 

served as educator, editor, publisher, and contest adjudicator. Her latest 

books include Caution: Deep Water (HMS Press) and Wing-Wishing (MCP). 

 

Andreas Gripp is the editor of Beliveau Review. Their latest book of poetry 

is The Last Milkman while their newest photo/art book is still and unstill, 

both published by Beliveau Books. They live in Stratford, Ontario, with their 

wife and two cats. 



 

 

Debbie Okun Hill has been writing for over 30 years. She started as a 

journalist at a community newspaper in Manitoba then moved towards a 

career in public relations at The Winnipeg Art Gallery, Lakehead University 

in Thunder Bay and Fanshawe College in London, Ontario, before becoming  

a freelance writer in the early 1990s. Today, she is a professional poet: a 

member of the League of Canadian Poets, past president of The Ontario 

Poetry Society and the recipient of two Ontario Arts Council Writers 

Reserve grants. Since 2003, over 285 of her poems have been published in 

over 105 different publications/websites including Descant, Existere, 

Vallum, The Windsor Review, and Other Voices in Canada plus Mobius, Still 

Points Arts Quarterly, and The Binnacle in the US. Her full-length poetry 

collection, Tarnished Trophies, was published by Black Moss Press. The 

review included in this issue was originally published on her website: 

okunhill.wordpress.com 

 

Bruce McRae, a Canadian musician and multiple Pushcart nominee, has had 

work appear in hundreds of publications around the world. The winner of 

the 2020 Libretto Chapbook Prize (20 Sonnets),  his  books  include  The  So- 

Called Sonnets, An Unbecoming Fit Of Frenzy, Like As If, Alright Already, and 

Hearsay. 

 

Thabo Mdluli is a painter, sketcher, recycling artist and a father of one who 

lives in Vosloorus, Ext 28, South Africa. His work been shown at venues 

incuding Vosloorus civic center, Maboneng, and Wits University. In 

September 1999,  Thabo received an  award  as  a  best  student  in  fine  art  

class at Thuto lesedi secondary school. He has always been an artist but 

early in his career Thabo spent five years at the O.R.Tambo international 

airport as a customer service agent and later embarked to an automotive 

paint company. These experiences primed him to start over and focus to 

what he desires most and does best, Art. Thabo does different type of 

medium from pencil sketching, paint, and recycled material to express 

feelings, nature, and life within his works. His ambition is to teach and 

create awareness related to our everyday living. 

 



 

 

Niles Reddick is author of a novel, two collections of short fiction, and a 

novella. His work has been featured in nineteen anthologies, twenty-one 

countries, and in over three hundred publications including  The Saturday 

Evening Post,  PIF,  New Reader Magazine,  Forth Magazine,  Citron 

Review, and  The Boston Literary Magazine. 

 

Concetta Tröszek is a student of Film, Art, Writing, and Translation. 

Originally from Trieste, Italy, she attends school in Ružomberok, Slovakia, 

where she is working on her first fiction manuscript. 

 

Antonio Vallone is an Associate Professor of English at Penn State 

DuBois. He is the Founding publisher of MAMMOTH books, the  Poetry 

editor of  Pennsylvania English, and a co-founding editor of  the  Watershed 

Journal  Literary Group—which provides, for Pennsylvania Wilds-area  wri-

ters, journal publishing opportunities through  The Watershed Journal, a 

quarterly literary magazine, as well as book publishing opportunities, and 

runs Watershed Books, a literary arts center and used bookstore. He is a 

board member of The Watershed Journal  and  the Pennsylvania College 

English Association. His collections include The Blackbird’s Applause, Grass 

Saxophones, Golden Carp,  and  Chinese Bats.  Forthcoming:  American Zen  

and  Blackberry Alleys: Collected Poems and Prose. In progress: The Death 

of Nostalgia.  

 

Jennifer Wenn is a trans-identified writer and speaker from London, 

Ontario.   Her first poetry chapbook, A Song of Milestones, has been 

published by Harmonia Press (an imprint of Beliveau Books).  She has also 

written From Adversity to Accomplishment, a family and social history; and 

published poetry in  Beliveau Review, The Ekphrastic Review, 

Watchyourhead, Open Minds Quarterly, Tuck Magazine, Synaeresis, Big 

Pond Rumours, the League of Canadian Poets Fresh Voices, Wordsfestzine,  

and the anthologies Dénouement and Things That Matter.  She is also the 

proud parent of two adult children.  Visit her website: 

https://jenniferwennpoet.wixsite.com/home  
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  New from Beliveau Books 

   
 

A digital anthology of poetry by a variety of writers that deals with finality, coda, and 

epilogue, within the context of our place upon this planet. Poems that acknowledge 

what has come before us, the drama of struggling to survive in the 2020s, and a look to 

possible futures whether the outcomes may be positive, negative, or stasis in nature.   
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    New from Beliveau Books 

                    

   A curated selection of poetry from Afterthoughts magazine, which      

           was based in London, Ontario, and ran from 1994 to 2000. 
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All 12 issues of  Synaeresis can be easily read & downloaded at: 

https://beliveaubooks.wixsite.com/home/magazines 
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All 12 issues of  Synaeresis can be easily read & downloaded at:   
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Issues of Beliveau Review can be easily read & downloaded at:  

     https://beliveaubooks.wixsite.com/home/magazines 

           

  

  
 



       

 

 

 
 

 



 

 



 

 
 

 
 

 


